
PRE-CUT&ROLL TYPE ORTHOPEDIC SPLINT
POLYESTER / FIBERGLASS / NON WOVEN FABRIC

POLYESTER / FIBERGLASS
SOFT / RIGID

SAFE PAD
PATTERNED CAST



GP

PASTEL

PP

PASTEL

NG

NEON GREEN

SB

SKY BLUE(BLUE CLEAR)

OG

OCEAN GREEN

 Comfortability: Smooth unrolling offers doctors can wrap it with less pressure and patient will have no pains during the applying procedure.
 Conformability and mouldability : Our own produced extreme soft fabric makes it easier to wrap and shape the contours of the human body. 
 Durability for safety: Tomato Cast is strong to impact and durable on the edges.
 Tack-free and no layer separation
 Excellent X-ray translucency

※The color shown  in the picture may be different from the actual color.  

Please refer to our websties (www.tomatomnc.com) for instruction video and more details.

TRC-002F/TRC-002P

TRC-003F/TRC-003P

TRC-004F/TRC-004P

TRC-005F/TRC-005P

TRC-006F/TRC-006P



Tomato Cast has been designed for immobilization of fractures, sprains and strains, ect.

INTENTION TO USE

INTENTION TO USE



   Comfortability & hygiene : Instead of soaking in the water, as water spay is possible on the mesh part, it gives more pleasant feeling to the patient  
because there is no water on patient side.
 Conformability & mouldability: Tomato Splint is very easy to shape the contours of human body.

Flower, Panda, Camo blue, Camo pink, Camo green
BASIC 5 PATTERNS

Please refer to our websties (www.tomatomnc.com) for instruction video and more details.



Tomato Splint has been designed for use in emergency treatment for fractures, sprains and strains. Common practices are, after fractures, swelling would cause 
a cast to function improperly. Tomato Splint can be used until swelling has been decreased and ready to apply complete cast.

INTENTION TO USE

TPS-210F/TPS-210P

TPS-312F/TPS-312P

TPS-335F/TPS-335P

TPS-415F/TPS-415P

TPS-430F/TPS-430P

TPS-530F/TPS-530P

TPS-545F/TPS-545P

TPS-630F/TPS-630P

TPS-645F/TPS-645P

TRS-002F/TRS-002P

TRS-003F/TRS-003P

TRS-004F/TRS-004P

TRS-005F/TRS-005P

TRS-006F/TRS-006P





reduces the water absorption and dries quickly to keep a patient more comfortable.
Comfortability

 is intended as a soft sores-preventing inter-layer under solid casting tape. 

INTENTION TO USE

 Extreme softness with volume makes superior comfortability
 Once binding up, won’t be come off easily
 100% Cotton minimizes skin troubles

reduces the water absorption, but avoid taking a sauna or shower without a doctor's permission.



Tomato STOCKINET is intended as a soft sores-preventing inter-layer under solid cast materials.

INTENTION TO USE

 Soft & moderate elasticity offers more comfortability to patient
 100% Cotton minimizes skin troubles

 You can choose either 100% Cotton or 95% Cotton and 5% Rubber case by case.
 Providing breathing comport in case of bandaging of torso thanks to its elasticity
 Allowing unconstrained movement after bandaging of knee or elbow joint.
 Good value for the money as the amount of usage is less

FEATURES

Tomato ELASTIC BANDAGE is intended as holding the splint in place and to protect it. 

INTENTION TO USE

ELASTIC BANDAGE

FEATURES

TME-002R/TME-002C

TME-003R/TME-002C

TME-004R/TME-002C

TME-006R/TME-002C

5cm x 2.15m

7.5cm x 2.15m

10cm x 2.15m

15cm x 2.15m

sales@tomatomnc.kr | www.tomatomnc.com
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